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Aharonov-Bohm spectral features and coherence lengths in carbon nanotubes
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The electronic properties of carbon nanotubes are investigated in the presence of disorder and a magnetic
field parallel or perpendicular to the nanotube axis. In the parallel field geometry, thef0-periodic (f0

5hc/e) metal-insulator transition induced in metallic or semiconducting nanotubes is shown to be related to
a chirality-dependent shifting of the energy of the van Hove singularities~VHS’s!. The effect of disorder on
this magnetic-field-related mechanism is considered with a discussion of mean free paths, localization lengths,
and magnetic dephasing rate in the context of recent experiments.
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The discovery of multiwall carbon nanotubes~CN’s! by
Iijima1 has triggered a huge amount of activity from ba
research to applied technologies.2 Indeed, CN’s have unique
physical properties, from their light weight and record-hi
elastic modulus, to their geometry-dependent electro
states. Lately, there has been increasing industrial intere
CN properties for their applicability to flat displays, fibe
reinforcement technologies, carbon-based nanotips,3 and fu-
ture CN-based molecular electronic devices.4 CN’s consist of
coaxially rolled graphene sheets determined by only two
tegers (n,m), and depending on the choice of chirality, m
tallic or semiconducting behavior is exhibited for syste
with typical radii of 0.5 to 20 nm and lengths of sever
micrometers. The study of the influence of a magnetic fi
and topological defects5 or chemical~e.g., substitutional6!
disorder is a current subject of concern, since disorder
strongly affect the generic properties of CN-based devic
such as field effect transistors.7–9

Conductivity measurements have been performed
bundles of single-walled carbon nanotubes using scan
tunneling microscopy~STM!.10 By moving the tip along the
length of the nanotubes, sharp deviations in theI -V charac-
teristics could be observed and related to theoretically p
dicted electronic properties.2,11,12 In particular, the partition
of the spectrum into a complex van Hove singularity~VHS!
pattern is a remarkable feature. At energies where VH
occur, the band velocities tend to zero, which is a manif
tation of confined states, generally seen in one-~1D! or two-
dimensional~2D! systems. It is thus expected that the pre
ence of VHS’s~their distribution and number! also affect the
physical properties of CN’s. Recently it has been shown t
from the VHS patterns, one could distinguish between d
ferent nanotube chiralities,13 which is an interesting approac
for obtaining a more precise knowledge of the effect of g
ometry on the physical properties of CN’s, such as transp

In this context, experiments with a magnetic fie
perpendicular14–16 or parallel to the nanotube axis17 have
been performed, and in the latter case,f0/2-periodic~where
f0 is a flux quantum! Aharonov-Bohm oscillations of the
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~23!/16092~8!/$15.00
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magnetoconductance have been found,17 suggesting rather
short electronic coherence lengths. Fujiwaraet al.18 also ob-
served a surprisingf0/3 oscillation in the magnetoconduc
tance and related this periodic behavior to a superpositio
phase shifts due to spectral effects, assuming three inte
tubes with different chiralities. In the following, we propos
to clarify the effect of a magnetic field on the density
states~DOS! with respect to the field orientation relative t
the nanotube axis, and the influence that disorder, as feat
by random site energies, may have on these magnetic
effects. We further derive some criteria for estimating t
mean free path and localization length qualitatively in th
general context.

I. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF METALLIC
AND SEMICONDUCTING CN’S

Without a magnetic field and disorder, the electron
properties of nanotubes are known to be dependent on
chiral vectorCWh5(n,m), expressed in unit vectors of th
hexagonal lattice byuCWhu5A3aC2CAn21m21nm (aC2C
51.42 Å). From a tight-binding description of the graphi
p bands, with only first-neighbor C-C interactions, the d
persion relations can be obtained by diagonalization of
Hamiltonian ~with periodic boundary conditions!, and, for
instance, for the case of armchair (n,n) nanotubes, we can
write2

«6~k' ,ki!56g0H 164 cos
k'a

2
cos

A3kia

2

14 cos2
k'a

2 J 1/2

, ~1!

whereg0 is the energy overlap integral between carbon
oms,a5A3aC2C is the graphite lattice constant, andk' is
the wave vector perpendicular to the nanotube axisk'

52pq/(A3na), whereq51, . . . ,2n, giving the quantized
16 092 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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values of the wave vector in theCWh direction, whereas the
wave vectorki parallel to the nanotube axis is associat
with the specification of the wave vectors in 1D Brillou
zone2p/A3,kia,p/A3, which defines the 1D-band dis
persion. By expanding the dispersion relations around thKW

points ~i.e., close to the Fermi energy!, with small dkW5kW

2KW 5(2p/uCWhu)(q2n/3)kW'1dkikW i ~with TW •kW i52p and TW

•kW'50, whereTW is the smallest translation vector along t
tube axis!, one finds2

«6~dk!56
A3g0

2
AH 2pa

uCWhu
S q2

n

3D J 2

1udkiu2, ~2!

where the integern is related tom and n by n2m53p
1n, with p50,1,2, . . . andn50,61. Two bands may then
cross at the Fermi level according to the value ofn. If n5
61 ~i.e., n2m53p61), one getsDg5«1(dk)2«2(dk)
52paC2Cg0 /uCWhu, which defines the gap at the Fermi e
ergy of a semiconducting nanotube. Forn50 ~i.e., m2n
53p), the system is metallic~in the senseDg50). Typi-
cally, the gap energyDg is, respectively, in the range 1.6
,Dg,0.27 eV for nanotube diametersdnt in the range 0.5
,dnt,3 nm. Predicted theoretically,2,19 these results have
been confirmed experimentally by scanning tunneling sp
troscopy~STM! measurements.8,20–22

II. MAGNETIC-FIELD-INDUCED METAL-INSULATOR
TRANSISTOR, SPLITTING, AND SHIFTING

OF VHS’S

A. Magnetic field parallel to the tube axis

To investigate Aharonov-Bohm phenomena, we s
from the HamiltonianHkk8 for electrons moving on a nano
tube under the influence of a magnetic field:2,23,24

Hkk85
1

N (
R,R8

e2 i (k•R2k8•R8)2 ~ ie/\! DwR,R8

3 K c~r2R!U p2

2m
1VUc~r2R8!L , ~3!

where the phase factors are given by

DwR,R85E
0

1

~R82R!•@A~R1l@R82R# !#dl, ~4!

uc(r2R8)& is the localized atomic orbital, andp andV are,
respectively, the momentum and disorder potential opera
As shown hereafter, different physics is found according
the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the na
tube axis. In the former case, the vector potential is sim
expressed asA5(f/uChu,0) in the two-dimensiona
(CWh /uCWhu,TW /uTW u) coordinate system, and the phase factors
comeDwR,R85 i (X2X8)f/uChu for R5(X,Y). This yields
new magnetic-field-dependent dispersion relatio
«(dk,f/f0). Close to the Fermi energy, this energy disp
c-

rt

rs.
o
-
y

-

s
-

sion relation is affected according tok'→k'

12pf/(f0uChu), which leads to a f0-periodic
variation23–25 of the energy gapDg . Such patterns are re
ported in Fig. 1 ~top! where the total density of state
~TDOS! at the Fermi level is plotted as a function of ma
netic field strengthf/f0 threading the nanotube for the me
tallic ~9,0! and the semiconducting~10,0! nanotubes. Note
that a finite DOS is found in Fig. 1 for semiconducting a
metallic nanotubes as a function of magnetic field, since
consider that the Green’s function has a finite imaginary p
that we use to calculate the DOS by a recursion method26

In the semiconducting case, the oscillations in the D
correspond to the following variations of the gap widths:25

Dg5H D0U123
f

f0
U if 0<f<

f0

2

D0U223
f

f0
U if

f0

2
<f<f0 ,

~5!

whereD052paC2Cg0 /uCWhu is a characteristic energy ass
ciated with the nanotube. It turns out that atf values off0/3
and 2/3f0, in accordance with the values ofn561, there is
a local gap closing in the vicinity of either theK or K8 points
in the Brillouin zone. This can be seen simply by consider
the coefficients of the general wave function in the vicin
of the K andK8 points, which can be written asCKW 1dkWK

(rW

1CWh). Since periodic boundary conditions apply in theCWh

direction, one can write exp@i(KW 1dkWK)•CWh#51. For n5

11, we writedkWK5(2p/uChu)(q21/3)kW'1dkikW i , whereas

FIG. 1. ~a!: TDOS~states/eV per 1C atom! at the Fermi level as a
function of the magnetic field parallel to the nanotube axis in un
of f/f0 for ~9,0! ~solid line! and ~10,0! ~dash-dotted line! nano-
tubes. ~b!: TDOS~states/eV per 1C atom! at the Fermi level as a
function of uChu/2p l m for a magnetic field perpendicular to th
nanotube axis, wherel m5A\c/eB is the magnetic length and fo
~9,0! ~solid! and ~10,0! ~dash-dot! nanotubes.
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dkWK85(2p/uChu)(q11/3)kW'1dkikW i . When K→K8, then
61/3→71/3 in the above expressions, asn goes from11
→21, which makes the situation betweenK and K8 sym-
metrical. Similarly for metallic nanotubes, the gap widthDg
is expressed by25

Dg5H 3D0

f

f0
if 0<f<

f0

2

3D0U12
f

f0
U if

f0

2
<f<f0 .

~6!

Here we show that the magnetic field also affects the p
tions of the VHS’s over the entire spectrum, which may
experimentally observed. As an illustration, the TDOS fo
~10,10! tube without a magnetic field, shown as curve (a) in
Fig. 2, is compared to the magnetic field case withf/f0
50.125, 0.25, 0.375, and 0.5@shown in Fig. 2 as curves
(b), (c), (d), and (e), respectively# for energies up to 3 eV
in which we have takeng052.9 eV, which is suitable for
comparison with experiments.13,27 To understand such ef
fects, one calculates the TDOS from

Tr@d~E2H!#5
2

2p (
n
E dk d~E2«nk!, ~7!

where the sum is taken over then energy bands«nk and we
use

U]«~dk,f/f0!

]k'
U21

5
2

A3g0a

u«~dk,f/f0!u

A«2~dk,f/f0!2«q
2

, ~8!

where«q indicates the position~energy! of the VHS’s. We
can rewrite the DOS as

FIG. 2. TDOS~states/eV per 1C atom! of a metallic armchair
~10,10! nanotube as a function of Fermi energy forf/f0

5 (a) 0.0, (b) 0.125, (c) 0.25, (d) 0.375, and (e) 1/2. Note
that curvesb, c, d, ande have been upshifted for the sake of cla
ity. The inset shows the evolution of the first VHS position~energy
in units of eV! over the complete oscillation cycle, initially locate
at 0.896 eV forf/f050.
i-
e

r~E!5
2a

pg0uCWhu
(
q51

2n

dq~E,«q!, ~9!

where dq(E,«q)5uEu/AE22«q
2 for uEu.u«qu and zero

otherwise.28

The«q denote the energy-positions of the VHS’s, and f
armchair nanotubes (n,n), one finds that «q5

6g0A113 cos2 qp/n and «q56g0A12cos2 qp/n define
the whole set of VHS’s (q51, . . . ,5). Themagnetic field
induces a shift ofkq by a factor 2pf/(f0uCWhu), which re-
sults in a new expression for the quantized values of
wave vector in the CWh direction, which reads 2p(q
1f/f0)/uCWhu. For the metallic~10,10! nanotube, an energy
gap thus opens at the Fermi level, whose widthDg is pro-
portional to the magnetic strength forf/f0<1/2. Given that
«q is a function ofkq , a shift of the energy positions of th
VHS’s follows, as well as the breaking of the degeneracy
a pair of K and K8 points contributing to a given VHS, a
explained below. In the~10,10! nanotube, the first five
VHS’s ~which each have a degeneracy of 4! are simply given
by «q5g0 sin(pq/10)(q51, . . . ,5), which leads to«q51
50.896 eV, «q5251.705 eV, «q5352.346 eV, «q54
52.758 eV, and«q5552.900 eV. Thereby, phase shifts in
duced by the magnetic field correspond simply to

«q5g0 sinH p

10S q6
f

f0
D J . ~10!

This is illustrated in Fig. 2, which gives the evolution of th
TDOS of a~10,10! nanotube close to some VHS.

At low field, the degeneracy of theK and K8 points is
broken as illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the Brillou
zone for 2D graphite along with the equienergy conto
aroundK andK8 points, so that in addition to the upshift o
one component of the degenerate zero-field VHS’s, the o
magnetically split component is correspondingly dow
shifted. Both VHS’s move apart up tof/f051/2, where the
two originally different VHS’s merge into one. The position
of such merged VHS’s are related to a coskqa/2 factor ~that
is, through a cos 2pf/f0 factor!, so that a further increase o
the magnetic field strength yields an opposite shifting of

FIG. 3. ~a! Brillouin zone of 2D graphite and typical line
~dashed lines! defining the energy bands near theK points for an
armchair nanotube.~b! Some equienergy contours around theK and
K8 points ~circles! as well as an illustration of the VHS shifting
process. While one VHS gets closer to lower energy~closer to the
Fermi energy at theK andK8 points!, the other VHS initially sym-
metrical, flows to higher energy.
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VHS positions, and atf/f051, the initial positions of the
VHS’s are recovered, along with their degeneracy~those
given atf/f050), and a gap closing thus results. At lo
magnetic field since«q;f/f0, the shift of the VHS’s posi-
tion for a given magnetic field is proportional tof/f0 for all
VHS’s. In the inset of Fig. 2, the positions of the VHS
originally at 0.896 eV~for zero field! are given as a function
of the normalized magnetic flux. The splitting is illustrate
and a strong shift of the lowest VHS, by;0.4 eV, is pre-
dicted at half a quantum flux. Note that the upshifted a
downshifted components are symmetrical with respect to
f/f0 axis.

The TDOS of the semiconducting~18,2! nanotube is also
investigated and displays similar features, as exemplified
Fig. 4. The inset gives the shifting of the energy position
the three VHS’s closest to the Fermi level as a function
normalized magnetic flux. An interestingf0/2 symmetry is
clearly seen for semiconducting tubes, as in the former c
~Fig. 2! for metallic nanotubes. These interesting effects
the magnetic field on the spectral structure has, to our kno
edge, not been explicitly investigated experimentally up
now, but recent progress in the observation of room temp
ture resonant Raman spectra for purified single-wall na
tubes can disclose fine structure in the DOS, through
enhancement of the intensity of optical absorption at the
ergies associated with VHS’s.29 Magneto-optical technique
could then provide a possible way to test the above pre
tions. To that end, we give here the predicted energy posi
shifts for the VHS’s closest to the Fermi energy, which a
related to the phase shift induced by magnetic flux variati
from 0 to f0/2 for nanotubes with diametersd151.8 nm
@the largest single-walled nanotube~SWNT! made up to
now#, d256 nm andd358 nm @corresponding to typica
multiwalled nanotube~MWNT! outer diameters# and corre-
sponding to (n,n) armchair tubes. The predicted energy p
sition shift is given by

D«q51S 0,
1

2D5«q51S f0

2 D2«q51~0!5g0S sin
3p

2n
2sin

p

n D ,

~11!

FIG. 4. TDOS of an~18,2! tube as a function of the Ferm
energy for several values of the magnetic flux, from~a! zero flux to
~b! f0/2 flux, and intermediate cases corresponding to Fig. 2.
inset shows the evolution of the position of three VHS’s~as pointed
out by arrows! versus normalized magnetic flux.
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which impliesD«q51
1 5173 meV,D«q51

2 552.3 meV, and
D«q51

3 539.2 meV, and the corresponding magnetic fie
strengths atf0/2 are B1;200 T, B2;18 T, and B3

;10 T, which are within the scope of present experimen
capabilities@we takeB5(2pf0)/3(na)2, and f054.1356
310215 T m2#. Note that the effect of the magnetic fiel
should be observed for individual MWNT’s, since the inte
tube coupling for MWNT’s is believed to affect the ele
tronic spectrum only weakly.

Whereas the splitting is universal for all tubes~chiral and
achiral!, in the most general case, the van Hove singula
shift will depend on the chirality, and on the applied ma
netic field strength~not the position of the van Hove singu
larity!. To estimate the corresponding shift, one may proc

in the following manner: given a chiral vectorCWh5(n,m),

one calculates the associated vectorskW i and kW' which are
drawn in the Brillouin zone.

This is here illustrated for the (10,10) armchair nanotu

for which kW'5(2t2bW 11t1bW 2)/N(10,10)5(bW 11bW 2)/N(10,10)

with N(10,10)520, the number of hexagons within the un

cell of a ~10,10! nanotube, andbW i the basis vector in recip

rocal space~see Ref. 2!, where the directionkW' is found to
be perpendicular to theK2K8 axis ~Fig. 3!, and the spacing
between lines is equidistant to a givenK point. For the~18,2!

chiral nanotube withN(18,2)5364, we find kW'5(19bW 1

111bW 2)/N(18,2), which defines another direction and spa
ing. No lines cross at theK andK8 points, and the spacing
between two consecutive lines are not equidistant to thK
location~in fact theK point always appears to be one-third
the distance between the two lines near the Fermi ener!.
This affects the splitting, for instance, at the field corr
sponding to half a quantum flux unit, the pattern for t
(18,2) nanotube is less simpler than that for the (10,1
nanotube but it can be evaluated systematically.

B. Magnetic field perpendicular to the tube axis

For a magnetic field perpendicular to the nanotube a
the situation is more cumbersome, due to a site-position
pendence of the vector potential. No apparent symmetries
the Aharonov-Bohm interferences on the nanotube are fo
in this case, and indeed, even if semiconducting nanotu
can become metallic with increasing magnetic field streng

nonperiodic oscillations are found, as described below. FoBW

normal to the tube axis, one starts from a vector poten
given in the two-dimensional coordinate system (CWh ,TW ), by

A5S 0,
BuCWhu
2p

sin
2p

uCWhu
XD . ~12!

The effect of the magnetic field is driven by the phase fact
introduced into the hopping integrals between two sitesRi
andRj @with Ri5(Xi ,Yi)#, and the phase factorDwR,R8 can
be deduced from the Peierls substitution as follows:

e



DwR,R85

S uCWhu
2p

D 2

B
DX
DY Fcos

2p

uCWhu
X2cos

2p

uCWhu
~X1DX!G ~DXÞ0!

W
~13!
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5 uChu
2p

BDY sin
2p

uCWhu
X ~DX50!
S
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where DX5Xi2Xj and DY5Yi2Yj .2 In Fig. 1~b!, we
show the TDOS at the Fermi level (EF50) as a function of
the effective magnetic field defined byn5uCWhu/2p l m , where
l m5A\c/eB is the magnetic length. At low fields, the TDO
of metallic ~9,0! and semiconducting~10,0! nanotubes at the
Fermi level increases with the magnetic field strength.
higher values of magnetic field, our results are in agreem
with previous results obtained by exact diagonalizatio2

Also Landau bands are generated for values for whichn
>2. The aperiodic fluctuations of the TDOS are stronge
higher fields, with occasional low values of the DOS, rem
niscent of a nonzero TDOS for the semiconducting na
tubes at the zero-field value.

In Fig. 5, several values ofn are considered for an ini
tially semiconducting nanotube. Forn51 the radius of the
nanotube equals the magnetic length. Landau levels em
whenever the magnetic length becomes smaller than
nanotube circumference length.19 Comparison of the case o
n53.5 in Fig. 5 with the zero-field limit is instructive, sinc
the VHS partition of the spectra has been totally replaced
a Landau-level spectrum~here, one can recognize squar
root singularities for the VHS’s, and a Lorentzian-shape s
gularity for the Landau levels!. This transition from the VHS
pattern to the Landau-level pattern is, however, more
likely to be observed experimentally, since its observat
requires a very high magnetic field.

III. DISORDER AND MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS

The effect of Anderson-type disorder on the electro
properties in addition to the presence of a magnetic fi
~parallel to the tube axis! is now addressed in order to inve
tigate how disorder alters the VHS pattern and the me
insulator transition~MIT !, and how disorder qualitatively
modifies the localization properties of the nanotubes w
the system remains metallic. We consider here only the c
of the metallic zigzag nanotube~9,0!, but similar results are
obtained for other metallic or semiconducting nanotubes
zero magnetic field, this problem of localization in nanotub
has recently attracted a great deal of attention.30–33

The effect of randomness is considered by taking the
energies of the tight-binding Hamiltonian at random in t
interval @2W/2,W/2#(g0 unit!, with a uniform probability
distribution. Accordingly, the strength of the disorder is me
sured byW.

In Fig. 6 ~for f/f051/2), the TDOS forW50.25 up to
W52 (1/3 of the total bandwidth! shows that disorder doe
not modify the gap at the Fermi level, even when the c
finement effects disappear~vanishing of VHS’s!. Disorder
obviously leads to a mixing of energy levels, which results
a vanishing of the VHS atW51 in our simulations. The gap
r
nt
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is more resistant to disorder, even when its strength is
large as 1/3 the total bandwidth. Thus magnetic effects
not affected by low levels of disorder, which is an interesti
result, since it is believed that many defects or sources
weak scattering should be present in real nanotubes.

The estimation of the electron mean free pathl e in nano-
tubes is relevant for determining which is the most like
transport regime~ballistic versus diffusive!, and further tells
us whether or not the conductance should be quantiz
While some experiments have observed conducta
quantization,34 others suggest, in contrast, rather short el
tronic coherence lengths.16,17A calculation ofl e for armchair
nanotubes has been performed using the special symme
of these systems.35 Here, we show that a simple recourse
the relaxation time approximation~RTA! in the limit of weak
scattering is sufficient to give a fair estimate ofl e for both
metallic chiral or achiral tubes, in qualitative agreement w
prior results,35 demonstrated for the armchair case.

Within the RTA, one can write l e5vFte
5\vF /@2 ImS(EF)#, wherevF is an average of the grou
velocity over the Fermi surface,te is the mean free time, and
S(EF) is the self-energy due to scattering events. The ca
lation of the electronic velocity is performed by a lineariz
tion of the dispersion relations in the vicinity of the Ferm
level. For all metallic nanotubes, one finds to the low
order of approximation thatA^vk&

25vF5A3ag0/2\, which
leads typically tovF58.53105 m s21. On the other hand
in the vicinity of the Fermi level, the density of states
given by

r~E!5Tr@d~E2H!#

5
2

l̃
(

n
E dk d~k2kn!U]«nk

]k U21

5
2

pg0An21m21nm
, ~14!

where l̃ 5DkuCWhu/2p is the volume ofk space per allowedk
value, divided by the spacing between lines for these allow
values.

The application of the Fermi golden rule yield
Im S(EF);^« i

2&^G0( i ,i ,EF)&;pW2r(EF), whereW is the
disorder bandwidth and̂G0( i ,i ,EF)& is the average of the
local on-site (u i &) Green’s function elements. An estimate
the carrier mean free path~identical for metallic nanotubes
with the same radius! is

l e.
3A3ag0

2

2W2
An21m21nm. ~15!
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The important result thatl e is proportional to the nanotub
diameter is relevant to the fact that the DOS at the Fe
energy decreases with increasing diameter. Accordingly,
a given disorder acting as a weak perturbation coupling so
eigenstates to others close to Fermi surface, there are
available states to be scattered into, as the tube diam
decreases, yielding an enhancement of the mean free
For instance, for~9,0! and ~10,10! CN’s, with respective di-
ameters 0.7 nm and 1.37 nm, the corresponding mean
paths are estimated to be 0.9mm and 1.8 mm, which are
much larger than the circumference length and are abou
typical length of the systems themselves~for a reasonable
disorderW;0.2 eV suggested by Ref. 35!.

In experiments on SWNT’s, or MWNT’s in the metallic
like regime~i.e., with an Ohmic temperature dependence
the resistivity!, the resistivity should scale asr(dnt);1/dnt
for a given temperature, wherednt is the tube diameter. I
would be interesting to analyze the departure from this
as the diameter of the MWNT’s increases, since such de
tures would indicate a participation of the inner tubes to
measured transport regime. In particular, some activa
transport process of inner semiconducting tubes may con
ute or not, depending on the temperature and thus produ
superimposedr(dnt);exp(a0dnt) factors~wherea0 is a con-
stant!.

One notes that the Fermi golden rule does not include
quantum interferences that lead to localization. As nanotu
are basically 1D systems, from their estimated mean
paths, one can estimate the localization lengths at the F
level following the Thouless argument.36 In thin wires,
Thouless argued that by writingR;2\/e2 for the resistance
there should be a transition to a localized state and an e
nential increase of the resistanceR. Consequently, from the
resistanceR51/G5(1/s)L22D (G is the conductance,s the
conductivity, andD the dimension of the system!, assuming
that the conductivity is calculated for a free electron gas
the wire @s5(e2/\)kFl e/3p2#, it is straightforward to de-

FIG. 5. TDOS of a~10,0! nanotube as a function of the Ferm
energy for different values of magnetic field, perpendicular to

nanotube axis and with strengthn5uCWhu/(2p l m).
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duce the localization lengthj5(2AkF
2 l e)/3p2 ~we takeA

5LD21 as the cross section of the wire andL5j at the wire
length for whichR52\/e2). Rewriting the last expression
as j5(A/lF

2) l e , the localization lengthj is shown to be
related to the approximate number of independent electr
~with spatial extension;lF

2 , wherelF is the Fermi wave-
length! which can be accommodated through the cross s
tion of the wire times the average mean free path.

Nanotubes are hollow cylinders that lead to confinem
effects in the direction perpendicular to the tube ax
Thereby, the number of conduction modes reduces to
number of bands crossing at the Fermi level. Hencej
.2Nchl e ,37 with Nch52, for the~10,10! nanotube. The lo-
calization length is consequently estimated to bej;5 mm
so that it is typically larger than or similar to the nanotu
length and thus strong localization effects~such as an insu-
lating regime! are unlikely to be expected in pure SWNT’
Note that recent experimental work by Sumanakeraet al.38

has reported significant sensitivity to oxygen, which w
shown to modify the conductivity by about 10%.

With respect to the magnetic field, renormalization gro
arguments suggest that the localization lengths will
weakly affected by the magnetic field39 in quasi-1D systems
However, transport properties may be affected by
dephasing magnetic lengthl m5A\/eB, which is l m
525.66 nm or 8 nm, respectively, forB51 T or B
510 T. Two cases may be distinguished whenever
mean free path is much larger than the nanotube circum
ence. Indeed, following Beenakker and Van Houten40 and
noticing that in the case of a nanotube, the cross sectio
the quantum wire reduces tolF/2, the magnetic phase relax
ation timetB for weak and strong magnetic field limits ca
be written as follows~for lF! l e):

tB.5 12S l m

lF
D 2

te if l m!AlFl e

2

128S l m
4

lF
3 l e

D te if l m@AlFl e

2
.

~16!

e

FIG. 6. TDOS as a function of the energy forf/f051/2 and
different values of the disorder strengthW ~in g0 unit!. Thin lines
give the zero-disorder case for comparison.
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So for the considered~9,0! and~10,10! tubes, we find that
AlFl e/2;18.24 nm and 25.8 nm, respectively@we take
lF50.74 nm ~Ref. 12! and W50.2078 eV ~Ref. 35!#.
Hence, forB51 T, we conclude thatl m.AlFl e/2, which is
an intermediate situation between low and strong magn
fields, and no analytical expression oftB can be deduced
whereasB510 T is closer to the strong magnetic field lim
where magnetic phase relaxation can be estimated ana
cally by

tB5
12g0\

~lFW!2
l m
2 An21m21nm, ~17!

which gives for the~10,10! armchair nanotube a dephasin
rate oftB;2.8310211 s. This means that for a~10,10! arm-
chair tube, the electronic phase is randomized by a 1
magnetic field roughly every 30 ps, which indicates that
the strong-field limit, the dephasing rate due to a magn
field is just a few times the mean free times~we find tB /te
;3.14 with the aforementioned parameters!, so that tB
should significantly contribute to damping the quantum
terferences in the weak localization regime. Actually, bo
the mean free time and the magnetic dephasing rate s
linearly with diameter.

An analytical estimate of the electron-phonon inelas
scattering rate by Jishiet al.41 (tel-ph) gives at room tem-
peraturetel-ph.(122)310212 s, which has to be com
pared with recent 20 ps, obtained by femtosecond time
solved experiments.42 Both values are slighly lower than ou
estimate magnetic dephasing coherence time, which wo
suggest a stronger contribution of the electron-phon
dephasing mechanism. We also note that inelastic depha

*Corresponding author. Email: roche@drfmc.ceng.cea.fr
†On leave from the Department of Physics and Department of E
trical Engineering and Computer Science, Massachusetts Inst
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
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rates due to electron-phonon coupling have been rece
evaluated by Suzuura and Ando,43 and an interesting
chirality-dependent dominant inelastic backscatter
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vealed.

Finally, with regard to the experimental results,17 one no-
tices that if electronic transport is conveyed only by the ou
shell of a metalliclike nanotube, as the magnetic field ten
to decrease the TDOS at discrete values of the magnetic
corresponding to (2n11)/2f0 with integern, an increase of
resistance may follow from increasing the magnetic fie
However, the short electronic coherence lengths that are
served in a magnetic field, the negative magnetoresista
and thef0/2 Aharonov-Bohm oscillatory pattern are un
likely to be fully due to spectral effects~on the density of
states!, and a calculation of diffusion coefficients is mand
tory to account for interferences between propagating e
tronic pathways in the nanotube structure. A recent study
the conductivity based on the Kubo formula has been p
formed in Ref. 44 and gives a geometrical explanation
the enhanced backscattering in MWNT’s.
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